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Localizing individual sound sources under reverberant environmental
conditions can be a challenge when the original source and its
acoustic reflections arrive at the ears simultaneously from different
paths that convey ambiguous directional information. The acoustic
parasitoid fly Ormia ochracea (Diptera: Tachinidae) relies on a pair of
ears exquisitely sensitive to sound direction to localize the 5-kHz tone
pulsatile calling song of their host crickets. In nature, flies are ex-
pected to encounter a complex sound field with multiple sources and
their reflections from acoustic clutter potentially masking temporal
information relevant to source recognition and localization. In field
experiments, O. ochracea were lured onto a test arena and subjected
to small random acoustic asymmetries between 2 simultaneous
sources. Most flies successfully localize a single source but some
localize a ‘phantom’ source that is a summed effect of both source
locations. Such misdirected phonotaxis can be elicited reliably in
laboratory experiments that present symmetric acoustic stimulation.
By varying onset delay between 2 sources, we test whether hyper-
acute directional hearing in O. ochracea can function to exploit small
time differences to determine source location. Selective localization
depends on both the relative timing and location of competing
sources. Flies preferred phonotaxis to a forward source. With small
onset disparities within a 10-ms temporal window of attention, flies
selectively localize the leading source while the lagging source has
minimal influence on orientation. These results demonstrate the
precedence effect as a mechanism to overcome phantom source
illusions that arise from acoustic reflections or competing sources.

cocktail party problem � sound localization �
temporal window of attention

A fundamental task in hearing is to identify individual sources
despite complex acoustic conditions that may mask relevant

information. This is especially true in reverberant environmental
conditions where sounds reflecting from acoustic clutter may
produce multiple coherent copies that the auditory system must
differentiate from the originating source for recognition and local-
ization (1). For 2 spatially separated coherent signals of equal
intensity that arrive at the ears simultaneously, vertebrate auditory
systems experience a psychophysical phenomenon known as sum-
ming localization and perceive these inputs as a single ‘‘phantom’’
source located between the actual sources (1–7). Shifts in timing or
loudness of sources result in systematic changes in the perceived
phantom source location (2). With delays between 2 sources smaller
than a minimum time interval a precedence effect is observed and
only the leading source is perceived. Summing localization
causes both signals to be impossible to localize individually (3,
4, 8) while the precedence effect allows for the leading source
to be resolved (1, 2, 9, 10).

Acoustically orienting insects encounter an analogous situation
in nature where the scattering of sound by vegetation may result in
multiple acoustic reflections that degrade directional cues for
sound localization (11). This is further complicated by species that
communicate simultaneously and commonly in aggregations (12)
rendering signals hard to identify and localize (11). We show that
the acoustic parasitoid fly Ormia ochracea (Diptera: Tachinidae)
may use the precedence effect to disambiguate source location

under similar conditions. Ormia faces a complex auditory scene,
where attractive calls of multiple host crickets may overlap in time
and space. Nevertheless, Ormia must accomplish the task of finding
a source with a much simpler auditory system compared to verte-
brate acoustic specialists (13–15) and under the physical constraints
on sound localization facing small animals (16). Hearing is critical
to reproductive success for Ormia as their larvae must develop as
internal parasites in nocturnally singing insects (crickets) that
female flies locate by sound (17, 18). Ormia thus face 2 important
auditory tasks: (1) correctly identifying the song of a suitable host
and (2) successfully locating the potential host. Behavioral evidence
indicates that flies rely on temporal parameters within songs to
identify suitable host crickets (19–23). Recognition of host calling
songs initiates phonotactic behavior in gravid female Ormia. They
make their approach by flight and descend within the vicinity of the
attractive sound source (18, 21, 24). Upon landing, females localize
and approach their hosts to deposit larvae that remain to burrow
and feed within host crickets (18).

Both localization and recognition of appropriate host species
depend on the highly stereotyped characteristics of cricket songs
(14, 15, 25). Under optimal conditions (single source), the auditory
system of Ormia is well-suited to simultaneously processing time
differences between consecutive sound pulses to detect species-
specific pulse rates (recognition) and small time differences in the
arrival of the song between both ears (localization). This is accom-
plished with specialized auditory receptors that fire precisely and
only at pulse onsets, with consistent intensity-dependent firing
latencies (14, 15). Acoustic interaural time differences (ITDs), the
only directional cue available (26), vary according to sound position
relative to the midline axis such that they decrease in magnitude
with decreasing angular deviations from the midline. The jitter
(variation in spike timing) of individual auditory receptors approx-
imate to 70 �s but the ability of Ormia to localize a source to 2°
azimuthal accuracy corresponds to a mean ITD of just 7 �s, a
sensory threshold significantly lower than properties of individual
auditory receptors (14). This directional hyperacuity is derived from
the amplification of acoustic ITDs by direction-sensitive tympanal
mechanics (27) and subsequently translated into increasingly larger
interaural latency differences that encode sound direction (14).
Previous studies have demonstrated the ability of Ormia to accu-
rately localize single sources is based on a strategy of pooling
responses of auditory receptors to derive a hyperacute measure of
direction-dependent ITDs (14, 28). But under natural conditions
this may be difficult as crickets commonly sing in aggregations and
within vegetation (29, 30). Flies are thus expected to be within
earshot of multiple overlapping sound sources and acoustic reflec-
tions with their auditory system required to segregate individual
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sound pulses that correspond to the same source and to measure the
temporal disparity between both ears to determine sound direction.
Overlapping sound sources and associated reverberations may
severely mask both temporal parameters, leading to failed recog-
nition and/or source localization.

It is unknown how Ormia respond to acoustic conditions that may
mask acoustic cues for recognition and localization. To investigate
the role of hyperacute directional hearing in resolving single-sound
sources we examined walking phonotaxis in Ormia to multiple
coherent sound sources that mimic a source and its reflections. We
tested the hypothesis that exploitation of small time differences
between competing sources allows for a precedence effect, resulting
in localization dominance of the leading source to be resolved
individually. We first describe the effects of temporal overlaps and
whether or not they generate ambiguous directional cues as in
summing localization. Secondly, we vary source separation and the
relative position of simultaneous sources to examine if directional
advantages arise to disambiguate locations of a source from its
reflection. Collectively, these results suggest that Ormia experience
both summing localization and localization dominance. Further-
more, our results demonstrate the precedence effect as a solution
to resolving phantom sound-source illusions.

Results
Field Trials. We attracted gravid female Ormia to our experimental
arena by broadcasting continuous Gryllus rubens trills from a lure
speaker located beneath an 8-cm diameter start circle (Fig. 1).
Three funnel traps were positioned in front of the arena at 0° and �
45° azimuth (forward, right and left positions). Test speakers behind
the left and right traps (test speakers separated by 2 m) broadcast
sound in the direction of the start zone. The arena was divided into
3 regions, each with lanes and demarcation lines marked with
distance measurements in 5-cm increments that extended from the
margin of the start circle to the trap. This allowed us to record
distance traveled in each direction, distance at which files crossed
demarcation lines (i.e., crossed from 1 choice lane to another), and
final choice region. We tested a total of 41 flies. Flies either landed
directly within the starting circle, or elsewhere on the arena and
subsequently walked into the starting region. No attempt was made
to control the precise position or orientation of flies within the start
circle so that precise phase relationships between test speakers
varied randomly among flies tested. Once a fly was within the start

circle, the lure stimulus was discontinued, at which point flies
became stationary, and a single test speaker (single source condi-
tion) or both left and right test speakers (simultaneous condition)
were turned on to broadcast identical continuous trills. Phonotactic
responses were scored as correct if flies reached sound traps in front
of an active speaker while those that walked to the centre (silent)
trap were scored as misdirected phonotaxis.

Single-source Trials. All flies that were presented with a single
source turned and walked directly to the active speaker (100%)
(Fig. 2). In no case were flies unable to resolve source location
(n � 23 flies).

Simultaneous-source Trials. Flies presented with 2 simultaneous
sources showed 3 response patterns. 1) Direct responses. A majority
of flies (23/41, 56.1%) walked directly to 1 of the speakers similarly
to single-source trials (Fig. 2). Flies oriented to both speakers with
equal frequency [�2 (1) � 0.043, P � 0.835]. 2) Indirect responses.
For some flies (11/41, 26.83%), initial walking trajectories were
toward the centre (silent) trap, but flies then turned toward 1 of the
active sound sources. These flies walked an average of 12.30 �2.91
cm toward the centre trap before deviating to 1 side and crossed the
demarcation line at 17.75 � 4.32 cm (mean � SD). Flies chose
either source with equal frequency [�2 (1) � 2.273, P � 0.132] but
flies always continued in the direction of their initial exit from the
centre lane. In these indirect phonotactic responses, flies traveled
a significantly greater total distance (indirect response Mdn � 30.9
cm, direct response Mdn � 25 cm, U � 192.00, P � 0.01, r � �0.96)
to the source and their walking trajectories were composed of a
significantly greater forward-directed component (indirect re-
sponse Mdn � 12.5 cm, direct response Mdn � 0 cm, U � 0.00,
P � 0.001, r � �0.96) compared to direct phonotaxis. 3) Incorrect
responses. A smaller proportion of flies (7/41, 17.07%) oriented to
the centre ‘‘silent’’ trap and walked to the perimeter of the arena
without deviating from the centre lane (Fig. 2).

Laboratory Trials. We examined the flies’ directional responses to
competing sources in more detail in the laboratory. We recorded
phonotactic responses of freely walking flies to a single presentation
of 2 competing stimuli under free-field acoustic conditions. In these
trials, flies were placed on top of a piece of clear acetate whereby
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Fig. 1. Experimental arena for field phonotaxis trials. A lure speaker orientated
upwards was positioned at the 8-cm circular start region underneath the arena.
Two test speakers (black triangles) orientated horizontally were separated by 90°
and positioned behind sound traps (rectangles). A third (silent) trap was placed
between the 2 speakers (0° from the start region). Demarcation lines divided the
test arena into 3 choice regions: 2 correct choice regions (light gray) and an
incorrect choice region (dark gray).
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Fig. 2. Phonotaxis to simultaneous and single sources under field conditions.
Direct responses. Percentage of correct responses with direct approach to source
one location (blue). Indirect responses. Percentage of correct responses with
initial misdirected walking trajectories to a phantom source (0° heading) (green).
Incorrect responses. Percentage of unsuccessful phonotaxis (red) with walking
trajectories misdirected toward a phantom source location (0° heading). Most
flies were able to resolve an individual source while a smaller proportion of flies
walked toward a phantom source location.
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moving the acetate allowed for precise positioning of flies on a
calibrated starting point equidistant (40 cm) from 3 surrounding
speakers. This allowed for control of the phase and timing rela-
tionships of competing stimuli. Responses to such combined stimuli
were tested under 2 speaker arrangements: 1) both speakers located
either symmetrically on either side of the fly (180° angular sepa-
ration), or 2) 1 speaker forward (on the midline axis) and the other
lateral (90° angular separation).

Simultaneous Stimuli. When flies were presented with synchronous
sources (directly overlapping in-phase chirps, Fig. 3 Inset) separated
by 90°, they did not orient to an individual source location. Walking
responses were closely timed with stimulus duration. Following
stimulus onset, flies accelerated to a maximum velocity of 0.31 �
0.02 cm/s (n � 10 flies), covered a total distance of 1.77 � 0.19 cm,
and came to a full stop at stimulus offset. Phonotactic responses
were directed to a location between both speakers (‘‘phantom
source’’: angular heading: 31.32 � 2.40°; n � 10 f lies, 10
run/f ly; Fig. 3A).

With a 180° speaker separation, walking responses were similar
to sources that were separated by 90° in that responses were closely
timed with stimulus onset and offset, flies walked a similar total
distance [1.428 � 0.18 cm, t (9) � 1.113, P � 0.295], and flies failed
to resolve a single source location. Responses were consistently
directed between both speakers with an angular heading of 3.34 �
2.83° (n � 9 flies, 10 run/fly; Fig. 3B).

Asynchronous Stimuli. We varied the temporal overlap in the
combined stimuli. A delay of 10 ms (Fig. 4 Inset) between com-

peting sound sources generated an interdigitated temporal pattern
where 1 source was leading by a single pulse and subsequent pulses
occurred between pulses from the second source and the combined
stimulus had a doubled pulse rate with alternating pulses from
separate speakers. When sources were separated by 90° (1 speaker
in the forward direction), flies were still unable to localize a single
source and walked in an intermediate direction, but showed an
overall bias toward the forward direction regardless of which
speaker delivered the leading pulse (initial pulse from forward
source: 23.31 � 2.17°, initial pulse from lateral (right) source:
29.06 � 3.06°, n � 10 flies, 5 run/fly, Watson’s U � 0.055, P � 0.10,
Fig. 4A). When interdigitated sources were separated by 180°, flies
again directed their walking response toward an intermediate
location but with a bias toward the source that delivered the leading
pulse (angular headings: 180° speaker separation—initial pulse
from left source, �30.69 � 5.16°, initial pulse from right source,
20.54 � 4.81°, n � 10 flies, 5 run/fly, Watson’s U � 0.425, P � 0.001,
Fig. 4B).

Shorter time differences, however, allowed flies to resolve source
location ambiguity when the leading source was in the forward
direction. A 5-ms onset delay (Fig. 5 Inset), created half-overlapping
sound pulses within chirps. When sources were separated by 90°
(one speaker in the forward direction), flies correctly oriented to
the forward speaker when it was the leading source, but oriented to
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Fig. 3. Phonotaxis to simultaneous sources under laboratory conditions. Two
synthetic sound sources broadcast synchronously (0-ms onset delay) to produce
overlapping chirps (Inset). (A) Average walking trajectory of free-walking flies to
sources separated by 90°. (i) Average response (n � 10 flies). (ii) Individual
responses of a single representative fly. (B) Average walking response of flies to
sources separated by 180°. (i) Average response (n � 9 flies). (ii) Individual
responses of a single representative fly. Gray line within individual response plots
(ii) indicate average responses. Square symbols (i) and horizontal/vertical projec-
tions from symbols indicate the mean and confidence intervals of the location of
flies at 0.03-s intervals. Flies responded to simultaneous sources by directing
phonotaxis to a phantom source location between broadcasting speakers (�45°
heading in 90° condition, �0° heading in 180° condition).
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Fig. 4. Phonotaxis to interdigitated (10 ms onset delay) sources. Two synthetic
sound sources broadcast with a 10-ms onset delay to produce interdigitated
chirps (Inset). (A) Average walking response of flies (n � 10 flies) to sources
separated by 90°. (B) Average walking response of flies to sources separated by
180° (n � 10 flies). Square symbols and horizontal/vertical projections from
symbols indicate the mean and confidence intervals of the location of flies at
0.03-s intervals.Filledsymbols indicatewalkingresponsestoforward(A)or left (B)
leading sound sources while open symbols indicate walking response to lateral or
right leading sound sources. Flies responded to interdigitated sources by direct-
ing phonotaxis to a phantom source location between the broadcasting speakers
(45° heading in 90° condition, 0° heading in 180° condition) but with a slight bias
toward leading sources.
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an intermediate location when the lateral speaker was leading
(angular headings: 90° speaker separation - forward source leading:
12.76 � 1.59°, lateral source leading: 46.72 � 3.05°, n � 10 flies, 5
run/fly, Watson’s U � 0.425, P � 0.001, Fig. 5A, square symbols).
When both speakers were lateral (180° speaker separation), flies
showed a stronger bias toward the leading speaker (compared with
interdigitated stimuli), but still oriented to intermediate directions
(180° speaker separation angular headings - left source leading,
�29.00 � 4.76°, right source leading, 39.59 � 3.03°, n � 10 flies, 5
run/fly, Watson’s U � 0.4035, P � 0.001, Fig. 5B).

With the 90° speaker separation, we also tested flies with a 0.2-ms
onset delay (i.e., forward speaker leading, stimuli out of phase by 1
cycle of the 5 kHz carrier frequency). Angular headings were
correctly oriented to the leading (forward) speaker and were
significantly different from the incorrectly directed responses to
simultaneous sources (0.2 delay angular heading: 11.37 � 4.89°,
mean � SE, n � 10 flies, 10 run/fly, Watson’s U � 0.2725, P � 0.01,
Fig. 5A, circular symbols).

For larger interstimulus delays, flies were presented with a pair

of pulse trains, with the first pulse train leading the second pulse
train by 100, 200, or 500 ms. When competing sources were delayed
by 100 ms (Fig. 6 Inset), the latter half of the leading train of pulses
overlapped (simultaneous with) the first half of the lagging train.
An onset delay of 200 ms (Fig. 6 Inset) resulted in an overall stimulus
with a continuous train of pulses 400 ms in duration that switched
speakers halfway through stimulus presentation. An onset delay of
500 ms (Fig. 6 Inset) created 2 distinct chirps separated by 300 ms
of silence. For these larger inter-stimulus delays flies walked initially
toward the leading source and they maintained this directional
heading until after the onset of the second source. Following the
onset of the second source, flies changed their directional heading
to track the second source with a latency corresponding to the
inter-stimulus delay (Fig. 6A). For 100- and 200-ms inter-stimulus
delays, flies tracked the 2 sound sources in a single phonotactic
response. Responses to a 500-ms inter-stimulus delay (2 indepen-
dent sources from different locations separated by 300 ms of
silence) further demonstrate a prominent effect of a forward
source. Flies responded to this situation with 2 separate walking
responses where they initially tracked the leading source (90°
speaker separation—front source leading: �13.08 � 1.85°, right
source leading: 88.36 � 5.93°, Fig. 6A; 180° speaker separation—
left source leading: �83.55 � 2.66°, right source leading: 84.09 �
5.13°, n � 7 flies, 5 run/fly, Fig. 6B), paused during the silent interval
(290.61 � 6.11 ms, n � 7 flies) and subsequently engaged in a
second walking response to the lagging source. However, responses
were strikingly weaker with smaller turn angles toward the lagging
source in the 180° speaker configuration than compared to 90°
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speaker separation (90° speaker separation—front source leading:
56.88 � 4.11°, right source leading: �49.48 � 9.33°, Fig. 6A; 180°
speaker separation—left source leading: 11.90 � 4.38°, right source
leading: 18.50 � 7.84°. Fig. 6B).

Discussion
We examined the ability of Ormia to localize a single source under
conditions that mimic reverberant environments with multiple
sources. Temporal overlap of competing signals greatly affected
overall walking orientation. Complete overlap (synchrony) of at-
tractive stimuli led to misdirected phonotaxis to a ‘‘phantom’’
source. We observed similar behavior for stimuli that were simul-
taneous but with pulses out of phase (interdigitated). More impor-
tantly, our study demonstrates the precedence effect as a solution
for overcoming conditions (echoes or competing sources) that
generate ambiguous directional information. Small positional and
temporal asymmetries were sufficient for correct phonotactic re-
sponses and are thus important for source localization.

Solving the ‘‘Phantom Source’’ Problem. Sensory illusions are well-
known in studies of human perception and psychophysics (2, 31, 32).
Illusions are more difficult to demonstrate in non-human animals,
but have also been used to study sensory mechanisms in a variety
of taxa that include monkeys (33), birds (34, 35), and honey bees
(36). In addition, a well-known sensory illusion is the phenomenon
of summing localization, where 2 spatially separated sources broad-
casting identical stimuli elicit the perception of a fused single source
located midway between 2 speakers (2), a problem that may be due
to constraints in neural function for processing simultaneous sig-
nals. This phenomenon has also been demonstrated in some
non-human animals. For example, barn owls orient to a central
location in response to identical lateral sources presented simulta-
neously (3, 37). This behavioral response has been associated with
space-specific auditory neurons that signal the location of a single
phantom-source between 2 actual source locations (4). A variety of
species including owls (37), rats (38), cats (5, 39), crickets (10), and
katydids (40–42) seem to solve this problem using a common
strategy; exploiting small time differences between competing
sources such that perception of directional information is predom-
inantly conveyed by the leading source while directional informa-
tion from lagging sources is suppressed (precedence effect). Several
electrophysiology studies suggest that this occurs as neural re-
sponses to lagging sources are suppressed by responses to the
leading source (1, 5, 6, 10, 43).

Our results show similar phenomena in Ormia hearing, although
with some differences that may be relevant to the question of how
these computations are carried out by simple auditory systems.
With synchronous stimuli, flies respond to a phantom source. With
a small arrival-time difference between 2 stimuli, flies selectively
localize the leading source (localization dominance). In Ormia,
however, the precedence effect appears to operate only within a
small time frame when temporal disparities fall within the duration
of a sound pulse. Flies orient with a bias to the leading source when
pulses are half-overlapping (5-ms onset delay), but track the leading
source only weakly when disparities are beyond the duration of a
pulse (i.e., inter-digitated condition). Localization accuracy may be
expected to improve with greater temporal separation, but re-
sponses to inter-digitated stimuli are actually worse than responses
to half-overlapping pulses. In addition, selective localization only
occurs when the leading source is closer to the midline than the
lagging source. When the 2 sources are symmetrically located
relative to the midline axis, the leading source is more attractive but
responses to the lagging source are not fully suppressed. Under
single-source conditions, Ormia show more vigorous phonotaxis
(high walking speed, longer distance walked) for a forward source
than for an equivalent stimulus from a lateral source (28). Thus
source localization in Ormia depends on both the relative timing
and location of competing sources.

A breakdown (release from suppression) of the precedence
effect may occur due to changes in the lagging stimulus (1).
Preference to a leading source can be compensated and even
reversed with sufficient increases in sound intensity of the lagging
source, as reported in katydids and frogs (42, 44, 45). Sound
intensity between competing sources was balanced at the start
position of flies tested in our laboratory experiments, but perceived
relative intensities are expected to change as flies make their
approach to a source. Therefore, observed responses reflect initial
differences of lead-lag relationships between sources and reinforc-
ing changes in perceived relative sound intensities.

In field experiments the flies’ initial position was allowed to vary
between the 2 sources potentially introducing small intensity and
timing disparities. Most flies showed a direct response to a single
source, suggesting that small binaural disparities may have permit-
ted dominant representation of a single source. But these disparities
were small enough that on average flies were significantly diverted
from direct phonotaxis. In our field trials, fly starting positions
varied within an 8-cm diameter circle around the centre point, so
maximum arrival time differences due to flies being closer to 1
speaker were on the order of 100 �s. In laboratory trials, flies
reliably oriented to a forward source when the only cue was a 200-�s
time difference.

These results suggest that, in addition to sound localization per
se, hyperacute auditory directionality in Ormia (14) may be an
important part of the mechanism for selective responses to com-
peting sources. Rapid, accurate orientation to a sound source places
that source on the fly’s midline axis, allowing it to dominate sources
at other locations, whereas orientation with larger error angles [as
in crickets (46)] would not. Within a small temporal window of
attention, flies orient reliably to a leading source while a lagging
source has minimal influence on orientation. For very short delays
between competing sources, the bias in responses toward the
leading source will lead to a more gradual movement of the leading
source to the midline position. But the mechanism will be more
effective for delays longer than the latency of phonotactic re-
sponses. Beyond the temporal window of attention there is an
increasing attractive effect of the lagging source, especially if it is
more forwardly located. This is demonstrated by our results for
longer interstimulus delays (100–500 ms, Fig. 6). When both
sources were lateral (180° separation), flies initiated phonotaxis to
the leading source and showed little reorientation to the lagging
stimulus. At the onset of phonotaxis flies orient to face the sound
source (28), thus placing the leading source in the forward position
and the lagging source rearward, resulting in disproportionate
attraction to the leading source. Symmetrical stimulation of both
ears from a rearward position also give rise to the same directional
cues that correspond to a forward location (26, 27, 47). Conse-
quently, flies sometimes responded to the rearward source by
actually walking in the preferred forward direction and away from
the lagging source. However, for sources separated by 90°(one
forward and the other lateral), orientation to the leading source
leaves the lagging source in a position that is still more attractive
than a rearward source and consequently flies orient to the lagging
source with comparatively stronger walking responses.

Our results suggest both the precedence effect and a forward
preference as an effective strategy for isolating sources separated by
small time-differences occurring within the duration of a pulse, but
flies seem to use the strategy ‘forward is best’ when the precedence
effect is weak (greater temporal separation). We have demon-
strated this at the behavioral level and suggest hyperacute direc-
tional hearing has an important role in selective phonotaxis.
Although the range of temporal overlaps between simultaneous
sources in this study may not entirely reflect conditions that Ormia
encounter in nature (12), our results serve to highlight their
behavioral capacity and limitations in isolating individual sources.
Further studies on the likelihood of encountering similar temporal
overlaps as the combined effect of acoustic reflections and acoustic
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interactions among singing hosts are required to interpret the
ecological relevance of our findings. Fine-grain measurements of
auditory directionality to competing sources varying in spatial
separation is needed to directly test for the role of temporal
disparity and sound direction in source segregation. Furthermore,
physiological measurements are needed to test for the sensory basis
of these effects.

Materials and Methods
Animals. Field experiments were carried out between 1,830 to 2,100 h in mid-
October 2007 in an open pasture in Gainesville, Florida (USA). Laboratory exper-
imentswereconductedusinggravidfemaleO.ochraceaderivedfromlaboratory-
reared populations that were originally collected at the same location.
Laboratory-reared animals were maintained on a 12-h:12-h light:dark regime
and fed nectar solution ad libitum.

Field study: Acoustic Stimuli. Acoustic stimuli were simulated G. rubens calls
(local host cricket for Ormia) consisting of a continuous trill of 5 kHz, 10-ms tone
pulses, presented at 50 pulses/s for 20 min. Acoustic stimuli were synthesized in
Matlab (Release 2007b), edited in Sony Soundforge (Version 8.0) and recorded
onto an audio CD that was played with a portable CD player (Durabrand CD-566).
Two test speakers were connected to the left and right channel of the CD player
for simultaneous playback from both speakers. Stimuli were amplified with
stereo circuit boards removed from powered computer speakers and broadcast
fromRadioShackpiezoelectrichorntweeters.Soundlevelof the lurespeakerwas
calibrated (B&K Type 2231 Sound Level Meter, Type 4139 1⁄4‘‘ microphone) to 104
dB SPL at the centre of the 8 cm circular start region while the 2 test speakers were
calibrated to 94 dB SPL.

Laboratory Study. Experiments were conducted under free-field conditions with
the test arena surrounded by sound attenuating foam.

Acoustic Stimuli. Acoustic stimuli were synthesized using Tucker-Davis Technol-
ogies (TDT) hardware (System 3) and custom scripts written in Matlab. The
synthetic stimuli consist of a train of 5 kHz, 10-ms tone pulses, presented at 50
pulses/s, with 10 pulses/train giving an overall chirp duration of 200 ms. The
stimuli were amplified (NAD S300), passed through a programmable attenuator
(TDT model PA5) and broadcast from Radio Shack piezoelectric horn tweeters.
Stimulus amplitude and timing were controlled by computer. Stimulus levels and
timing were calibrated with a probe microphone (B&K Type 4182).

Data Analysis. Phonotactic responses were recorded with a standard video camera
(Panasonic WV-GP460; Matsushita Electric Industrial Co. or Sony DCR-HC65)
mounted above the arena and VCR (Hitachi DA4). Analog video clips were captured
anddigitizedat15or30frames/susingAdobePremiere6.0andCinepakcompression
codec (Radius). Digitized video clips were imported into motion analysis software
(Midas 2.0, Xcitex) to extract distance, velocity and direction of movement.

At least5phonotactic responsesperflywererecordedforall conditionstested.
Data from repeated responses for individuals were averaged and individual
averages were pooled across flies. Data are given as means � SE unless otherwise
stated. For comparison of responses under different stimulus conditions, overall
response angles were calculated as in (28). Statistical analyses were carried out
using Matlab (version R2007b) and R (version 2.6.1) software.
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